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his edition marks the 50th anniversary of VMR Southport – from its humble beginnings
as a small club on the Nerang River, who would have thought we would become one of
the largest volunteer marine rescue bases in Australia. Fifty years is a major milestone for any
institution. Our celebration will not only be a festivity, but also an occasion to pause and look
back at the fifty year journey. Many current and past volunteers will be joining the celebration in
July. If you are a past volunteer please contact us for details.
The Seaway Tower renovations have been carried out, and as planned, it is expected that a
return to the renovated SWT will occur in June 2019. Next, we will start renovating our own
Radio Room to cater for the massive changes in technology that we have experienced in the
last 20 years, since the internet has emerged. Our desks are set up for physical radios whereas
we now have several computer screens and keyboards, as many more of our basic tools are
becoming App based. The weather is an obvious one, but also the size of waves is now recorded
and updated continuously. Don’t forget the camera footage of the Seaway – even the way we log
vessels on and off from Southport to Sydney is now an online App!!
Also popping out of the boat builders in the very near future will be our new Rescue vessel,
conveniently called Marine Rescue Five. We hope to have a vessel launch day with lots of
photos and specifications in an article for the next edition of the V-Sheet - stay tuned.
As I write this article the troops are all working furiously at the Sanctuary Cove International
Boatshow. This is the major annual fund-raising event for the Squadron and I very much thank
those who organise and contribute their time, as well as those who are kind enough to support
us through raffle ticket sales. Our Primary Rescue vessel Marine Rescue 1 has a great spot
on display in the Sanctuary Cove Marina, and is the platform of our operations. Everyone’s
contribution is making the waterways safer.
Not much more to report on the Queensland Government’s Blue Water Review at the
moment. The team has held several meetings now and everything discussed is being processed
back through Ministerial channels. We are expecting to hear some results over the next few
months. In saying that, we are continuing to do what we have always done and until told
differently will continue to do so.
This week is National Volunteer Week and once again I can’t thank enough the whole
VMR Southport team who will contribute over 60,000 volunteer hours this year in making this
Organisation what it is. From the Radio Operators, to the Admin team, to the Boat crews, to the
gardeners, you all deserve a big pat on the back. You have made VMR Southport so big, and so
successful, and I am very proud of you all. The boating public need you, and the professionalism
you show towards them is amazing.
In concluding, I am also very buoyed by the number of new Active Members recently joining
the ranks. Just this month there have been 6 new recruits sign up, and I wish them good times
with this great place.
Remember also if you have friends with boats, jetskis, yachts, no matter the size, or shape,
let them know about the benefits of VMR Southport membership. We can assist all sorts of
vessels, and at $77 per annum, its cheap.

T

Martin Walsh
President 2018 - 2019
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DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed by the authors and
contributors of articles in the Vsheet are not
necessarily those of Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southport - Surfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. (VMR)
nor does VMR guarantee the accuracy of
statements made by contributors or advertisers
or accept any responsibility for any product or
service statement made herein.
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Gold Coast Waterways Authority
on the frontline of oil pollution clean-ups
Responding to oil pollution incidents is tough and dirty work
– just ask the dedicated Waterways Operations team at the Gold
Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA.)
The team provides a first-strike response capability for vesselsourced oil pollution, helping to protect our iconic waterways.
‘An economic study we recently commissioned valued our
waterways at $26 billion, so it’s vital that we protect them and respond
quickly whenever there’s a threat posed by vessel-sourced oil pollution,’
said GCWA CEO, Hal Morris.
‘If you do suspect there’s been a fuel or oil spill, we encourage you
to report it to us straight away and we’ll come out to investigate and
clean it up.’
Mr Morris said GCWA’s first-strike response capability for vesselsourced oil pollution covers:
•
Petrol spills
•
Diesel spills
•
Oily-bilge water
GCWA also provides support to other agencies, particularly
Maritime Safety Queensland, for events such as:
•
Storm water drain discharges
•
Flooding
Vessel fires and
•
•
Coral spawning, which can be commonly mistaken for oil.

towed back to our base at Main Beach.’
Mr Morris said after the vessel was removed from the water it was
transported to a holding area where further inspection revealed the vessel
had taken on water because of deterioration of caulking between the keel
and the garboard plank due to lack of maintenance.
At the time of writing, GCWA was working to have the vessel
auctioned off so that it could recover some of the costs of the response.
So, to recap, the GCWA provides this advice if you do come a across
a vessel-sourced oil spill.
Firstly, stop the source.
If you can, clean it up with absorbent materials
Do not hose the spill
•
•
Don’t spray any detergent or emulsifier on the oil slick
•
Have a marine spill kit on hand and
•
Dispose of absorbent material correctly & safely
To prevent marina oil spills
•
Always use an oil absorbent cloth or pad when fuelling to catch
drips
•
Never fill the tank all the way because petrol products expand
as they warm
•
Keep bilges clean as this helps to reduce oil and chemical
pollution and
Consider fitting filters to automatic bilge pumps to reduce the
•
accidental discharges.

For oil pollution, there are two types of responses which are
undertaken:
•
Dispersant operations where emulsifiers and solvents are used
to break oil into small droplets, making it easier for the droplets
Last but not least, report any vessel-sourced oil pollution to the GCWA
to be dispersed through large volumes of water or to be broken
on 07 5539 7350 or after hours on 07 5539 7373.
down by microbes living in the sea and,
•
Recovery operations where floating oil is contained
within booms and then recovered using specialised
GCWA response - West of Crab
skimmers in order to physically remove the oil from the Island - Gold Coast Broadwater
marine environment.
Mr Morris said GCWA works to ensure that the team’s skills
remain up-to-date through training and participation in industry
events.
‘Our team’s skills and expertise are nationally recognised
as best-practice. Our inclusion in the Australian Marine Oil
Spill Centre’s core group, which responds to marine pollution
incidents within Australia and overseas, confirms this.
‘We recently had a team member take part in a response and
recovery exercise in the Solomon Islands after a cargo ship ran
aground near a World Heritage-listed area during Cyclone Oma.’
The Solomons’ response, led by the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority (AMSA) in conjunction with the Australian Marine Oil Spill
Centre (AMOSC) centred on a recovery operation after almost 80 tonnes
of oil leaked into the water from the bauxite carrier, the MV Solomon
Trader.
The recovery exercise was challenging because of the remote
location, the weather conditions and the site’s proximity to a WorldHeritage listed area on Rennell Island. There was a risk of further leaks
because the vessel had another 600 tonnes of heavy fuel on board.
AMSA completed its clean-up activities at the site in late March
and handed over the remaining works to the contractor engaged by the
owners of the grounded vessel.
Closer to home, Mr Morris said the team’s most recent exercise
involved the removal of a sinking vessel west of Crab Island in the
Broadwater, in March this year. The vessel had 1100 litres of diesel fuel
on board, and 1200 litres of oily water.
‘Our team arrived on site and set out a boom to collect any pollution
and then started to pump out the vessel.
They literally worked around the clock to protect the marine
environment by preventing further leaks before the vessel could be
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A close-up of clean up
operations off Rennell Island
in the Solomon Islands

THE SEAWAY TOWER

GETS AN UPGRADE
by Glenys Paschedag

The 31st January 2019 saw the last shift of the
Seaway Tower for a short while, as a long awaited
upgrade was about to commence. All the internal
furniture and equipment also had to be removed on
this date so the Contractors could move in.
As part of the upgrade, first on the agenda was
removing all the old cabinetry and plumbing, and
outdated electrical wiring. Then the concrete stairs
between the second and third levels had to be
removed, and the remaining staircases prepared
for alteration, as this new work has to comply with
current Workplace Health and Safety requirements.
The old kitchen on the top level was also removed
as it didn’t meet today’s standard of Council
legislation.
As quick as the old stairs were removed, the
new stairs were installed or repaired, in order to
enable work to commence on the manufacture
and installation of the new top floor desk tops and
cupboards. The new kitchen was also re-modelled
on the second top level.

At time of writing this article, all new plumbing
is being laid out, and a total electrical re-wire of
the building is being undertaken. After all of this,
a fresh coat of paint will liven the interior up even
more.
New office furniture will be also be purchased
and updated radio communications equipment will
be installed prior to moving back in.
Hopefully by the end of June 2019 our Radio
Operators can be back at work in their new
improved facility, and the great work of looking
after all the mariners with whom they converse with
on a daily basis can continue.
This is the first major renovation of the Seaway
Tower since it opened in 1986 and hopefully
another 30 plus years of this vital operation can be
achieved
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Notable
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

A

common saying states that things come in threes. One unlucky
family recently had to be attended to by VMR three times over three
days. On the first evening their small runabout suffered engine failure
in the Coomera River enroute to a family holiday on South Stradbroke
Island. VMR towed their fully loaded vessel to their destination. The
plan was to have someone fix the engine there as well. On the second
day, VMR were activated by the Qld Ambulance Service to transport
Paramedics to a sick child at Couran Cove. Same family. The child was
treated by Paramedics and transported to hospital. On the third day,
time to go back to the mainland, and same family needs VMR again,
this time because the engine has broken down. The vessel was towed to
Paradise Point. Lovely people and very appreciative of the service VMR
provided.

A

man called VMR recently to advise that his vessel had run aground
at speed in the Neverfails Channel, and his wife had possibly broken
her wrist. VMR dispatched a QAS First Responder in the first instance,
whilst a second VMR vessel collected Paramedics from Labrador. On
arrival at the scene a very large motor cruiser was quite a way from the
channel, and looking very difficult to access given the lack of water
surrounding it. More information was also received that the patients leg
was possibly fractured as well. A small runabout was used to ferry the
First Responder to the vessel, and initial treatment was commenced.
Soon after Water Police and Paramedics arrived and so again was the
difficult task of getting them aboard the vessel, given the tide was still
dropping, and night was falling. Everything went smoothly for that part,
and the ladies leg and arm were splinted as a precaution for transport
to hospital. The next hardest part was extrication from the vessel of
the patient. This was a very tricky manouvre, but was successfully
completed by laying her on a stretcher across the back of the small
runabout, so she could be ferried out to the waiting VMR vessel.
The lady was a model patient, very co-operative, patient, and very
appreciative of all people who assisted her. We later found out that her
arm was fractured, however the leg luckily was only severely bruised. A
very good job by VMR, QAS and Water Police.

T

he Surf Life Saving helicopter recently contacted VMR Southport
to advise that it was hovering above a sailing vessel in distress, very
close to shore, east of Main Beach. The seas were quite large and it was
a windy day, blowing at about 20 knots from the south east. The vessel
was transiting from Tweed Heads to Southport. In consultation with the
Gold Coast Water Police, VMR dispatched a rescue vessel, and quickly
had a tow line attached to the floundering ferro cement yacht. The long,
somewhat difficult tow began, on a run out tide. The 35ft vessel was
safely negotiated through the Gold Coast Seaway and fastened to the
VMR swing mooring outside our Rescue Base, as the yacht had lost its
anchor in the mishap it had encountered. The following day the owner
of the yacht visited VMR. A very nice man, but in a total pickle. He had
bought the yacht cheap, paid a lot of money to have some mates fix it,
the engine had overheated, hence their trouble in the first place, there
was water leaking into the hull, and he still had to get the vessel up into
Moreton Bay. The moral of the story - nothing cheap, ever is cheap.

T

he owner of a motor cruiser contacted VMR recently reporting
he was broken down east of Mermaid Beach, enroute to Tweed
Heads, but wanting to return to the Seaway. VMR attended and took
the 12 metre, 12 tonne vessel in tow. The vessel was negotiated back to
Southport were it was anchored. On doing paperwork with the owner, he
became very abusive to the VMR crew, to the point that they retreated.
The abuse became more than frustration, and the VMR vessel left the
scene. Several days later the same vessel made an urgent radio call to
VMR Southport, stating that it was broken down in the Seaway on an
outgoing tide, and needed urgent assistance. The Gold Coast Water
Police were advised, both about this instance, and the previous situation,
and they attended also, shadowing the VMR vessel whilst the tow
occurred. Upon anchoring the vessel, some stern words were exchanged
between the Water Police and the vessels owner, resulting in his attitude
towards VMR improving greatly.

A

man contacted VMR recently wanting his houseboat / cruiser
moved from Runaway Bay to the Coomera Marina. The vessel
had been anchored at its location for about two years, and this man had
recently purchased it. The vessel was approximately 45ft in length, steel
construction, and in relatively poor shape. As we like all boat owners
to be, the man was very upfront in telling VMR that he estimated that
the hull bottom of the vessel had at least 40cm depth of marine growth
covering its entirety, which would have made the vessel very difficult to
tow. Given this, the VMR risk assessment was to not go through with the
tow. The vessel still remains at its location.

A

couple of female Green crew members on a routine training run
near South Currigee recently stopped to lend a hand to a couple
of mariners who seemed a little out of position on a sand bank. On
approaching the stricken vessel the occupants advised that they were ok,
but very upset, as their dog had fallen overboard of their vessel during
the night. The crew advised they would keep an eye out for said dog.
Continuing further on their training run into the North Currigee camp
ground area the crew were met by several children who asked if ‘ they
were there to pick up the lost dog ‘. Miracles are known to happen, the
lost dog was the lost dog and after a quick boat ride the dog was back
with its very relieved owners. Well done ladies, you deserve a pat!!!
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A Classic Easter Weekend

Sun, Rain and Serious Rescues!!
by Peter Tatham - Red Crew

Marine Resue 2

T

he Friday evening and Saturday before Easter saw Red
Crew on duty, and with a weather forecast of heavy rain
showers all day, not too much in the way of operational activity
was anticipated by the team – but how wrong it proved to be.
The first shout came at 0100 hours on Saturday morning with a
65ft motor cruiser dragging its anchor and becoming entangled with a
moored yacht. The latter had to release its own anchor as it had become
wrapped around the cruiser’s propeller shaft, and thus needed assistance.
As a result, Marine Rescue 2 and Marine Rescue 4 were swiftly on the
scene, with Marine Rescue 4 able to tow the yacht to SN00(the mooring
buoy located just off the VMR base), with a minimum of difficulty. Not
a big deal perhaps, but the need for swift action was a foretaste of the
rest of the day. (Incidentally, the cruiser was able to obtain the services
of a dive crew to remove the anchor chain and return it to the yacht, so
in that sense it was a satisfactory outcome for all concerned.)
Easter Saturday morning saw quite strong winds and wet
weather, with a consistent 2 metre swell in the Gold Coast Seaway.
These conditions proved an ideal introduction for three of the newer
crew members, who quickly understood the difference between the
tranquillity of the Broadwater, and the rather less forgiving offshore
conditions which necessitate very careful manoeuvring and equally
careful operation by the crew, to ensure the safety of all. After some
half hour of man overboard drills the vessels were returning to the VMR
Base when an eagle-eyed member of the public on the southern wall of
the Seaway spotted someone in difficulty approximately 200 meters east
of the north wall.
Marine Rescue 2 was swiftly on the scene and found a surf ski
paddler in the water about 300m North East of the Seaway entrance
(in other words right in the middle of the rough sea area known as
Deadman’s Bank). The individual was swiftly rescued and returned to
the VMR base – with one of the new crew remarking how timely this
operation had been as it came straight after they had been practicing just
such a recovery as part of their training drills.
It subsequently transpired that the paddler was practicing for a long
distance event and had actually come all the way up the coast from

Marine Rescue 4

Coolangatta and was to meet her partner at Budds Beach. Unfortunately
she lost hold of the paddle in the rough water around the Seaway
entrance and having then gone into the water to recover it was not able
to re-mount the board. As a result she was drifting northwards at around
2 knots, and so the arrival of Marine Rescue 2 was clearly extremely
timely.
The final and most challenging operation of the day began when
the Surf Lifesaving helicopter ‘Life Saver 45‘ spotted a yacht anchored
some 50m offshore, in the vicinity of the wreck of the “Scottish Prince”.
The helicopter raised the alert as the yacht appeared to be dragging
anchor, and this led to the despatch of both Marine Rescue 1 and Marine
Rescue 2 to assist. On arrival at the scene Marine Rescue 2 took the
lead in passing a line across to the yacht, with the initial aim of helping
its crew (of two individuals and an entirely happy dog!!) re-anchor in
deeper water, whilst they attempted to fix their broken engine.
However, this manoeuvre was thwarted by the inability of the
yacht’s crew to raise their anchor as the winch mechanism was seized.
Fortunately, they were able to release all of the anchor chain from the
yacht allowing it to be towed in what was a challenging 2metre swell
and strong wind from the south west. Fortunately all went well and
the passage through the Seaway entrance – although marked by some
‘interesting’ changes of direction on the part of the yacht was successful,
and the vessel was subsequently moored on SN00.
Once again, as remarked by a newer member of the crew, it
is operations such as these that make all the hours spent training
worthwhile. Indeed, arguably, it proved to be a text book operation
where all elements of the crew were able to link together and contribute
to the safe recovery of the yacht, which had it not been rescued, would
most probably have floundered on the beach of the Spit with enormous
potential for loss of life. Many thanks to the crew aboard ‘Life Saver 45’
and the constant contact with Officers of the Gold Coast Water Police.
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Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer

Tony Hillier
Senior Radio Operator
Occupations in working career.
My experiences during my working years came from the
Agricultural, Earthmoving, Horticultural, Materials Handling and
Mining industries.
Products distributed by the various companies, included CaseIH, Caterpillar, David Brown, Fiat, Ingersoll-Rand, John Deere,
Mitsubishi.
Roles in wholesale & retail sales and marketing in WA, NSW, Vic,
NT, PNG, New Caledonia, included Product & Project Management,
State Management, Marketing Management.
Work travel covered the USA, Mexico, UK, Germany, and
France.

Reason for joining VMR.
Having retired from the corporate scene, I moved from Sydney
to the Gold Coast in 1999,
I was at a loose end and looking for something to do in the
marine environment. With prior boat ownership and some useful
knowledge up my sleeve, I joined VMR Southport in 2002 as a
Radio Operator.
In the early eighties, the Australian Yachting Federation ran
a number of courses under The National Motor & Yacht Cruising
Scheme.
Through the NSW T.A.F.E. School of Navigation, I completed the
Yachtmaster Offshore Theory Course Certificate, which covered
Coastal & Offshore Navigation; Coastal Meteorology; Small Craft
Seamanship. I also completed the Yachtmaster Ocean Theory Course
Certificate, which covered Ocean Navigation; Ocean Meteorology.
Both Certificates covered Power & Sail.
Back then, navigation instruction was done with charts, sextants
and spherical geometry calculations. No GPS, no chart plotters – just
manual accuracy – think, plan, get it right, or sink!
In 1983, I attained the RROCP (Restricted Operator’s
Certificate of Proficiency) as it was then, from the Department of
Communications. The number was called – ‘Wireless Telegraphy
Regulations Certificate No. N5760’. Interestingly, the practical exam
included radio fault-finding and the proficient use of morse code.
How things have changed!
Prior to this, in 1955, I did my Nasho’s basic training at
Swanbourne Barracks in Perth. After this, I spent 3 years in the
CMF, assigned to the 13th Inf Bgde Sig Troop. The Brigade HQ was
the Defence comms. nerve-centre for the western seaboard. The
place was full of the best high-powered radio equipment available.
WRACS were click-clacking away, communicating with the rest of
the world.
On exercises, as Radio Operators, we were behind-thelines observers. We had fully equipped Blitz Pie Wagons for
communications. Or, with an Army Drivers Licence, as I had, we
would roam around on our own, in Jeeps equipped with a radio set
strapped across the rear wheel wells.
Apart from my interest in things Nautical, it was also an opportunity
to do something useful for the Community.

During my 16 years with VMR, I served on our Management
Committee as Radio Operations Coordinator for 4+ years. This was a
very rewarding position, having had a great team of Radio Operators
to work with. After this, I chaired ‘The Think Tank’ for 4 years.
This was small group of VMR people who assisted the Management
Committee with various projects. I loved doing this.
These days, after having double knee replacement surgery last
year, I just look forward to be able to continue working with this
wonderful organisation.
No matter what the circumstance, I am constantly reminded of
what we are here for. Safety at Sea.

Most rewarding moment in VMR

Hobbies external to VMR

There were two instances I was involved with that are worthy of
note. Both were at The Seaway Tower ( SWT ), and both occurred
during closing shifts, back when the SWT closed at 2200 hours.
One, was a May Day call received during the evening. It

involved a fishing vessel in trouble North East of the Seaway.
Procedures were followed and communications were kept open with
the vessel well past 2200 hours. Both myself and my Coast Guard
radio partner stayed on until the Gold Coast Water Police arrived at
the SWT. They took over the radio safety watch, maintaining contact
with the vessel all night. They left after the opening shift at the SWT
arrived next morning.
The other, involved a dog called “Wuffy”. “Wuffy” was reported
earlier, as missing off a boat outside the Jumpinpin Bar. The owner’s
frantic searching up until dark, did not produce a result. Later,
during the evening, we received a phone call from a couple of
fishermen inside the Jumpinpin. Under light, they went to check out
a white blob on a sand bank. It was “Wuffy”. It had to be. Alive, but
exhausted, somehow, he appears to have been brought back through
the ‘Pin with the tide, and deposited in a channel where these two
fishermen happened to be. Scary stuff! The owner was contacted and
put in touch with the finders. They made arrangements to meet and
reunite “Wuffy” with its owner.

What is your ultimate goal to achieve in VMR?

I enjoy land-based fishing, which I will get back into now that
my knees will let me.
My wife Lesley and I also mind dogs, which fills in some more
of the spare time.
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Vale Robert Brock
It was with heavy hearts that we farewelled Robert ‘
Brocky ’ Brock on 7th March 2019. Robert passed away on 1st
March after a long illness.

‘Brocky‘ joined Volunteer Marine Rescue Qld ( VMRAQ ) as the
first State Training Manager in 2007. Over the next 12 years he led the
State Training Team to develop a commercial marine training program
that would be held in very high regard nationally, by both the Australian
Maritime Safety Authority, and by other interstate VMR groups.
Rob’s vast maritime experience and calm approach to situations has
given us a legacy of many highly trained and qualified Coxswains in
VMR, from the South East Corner, along the East Coast, and through the
Gulf of Carpentaria and the Torres Straits. He was highly regarded in all
of these areas whether wearing the hat of a trainer, assessor, or friend.
His legacy will endure, and now leaves us with a major challenge to
maintain his vision.
Rob was farewelled by a large congregation of family, friends, and
VMR colleagues. We were proud to support his wife Lea and family by
our presence. Eulogies were spoken by former VMRAQ State Secretary
Manager Harry Hubner, and VMR Weipa mate Peter Graham. The
VMRAQ flag adorned the coffin which was carried by three of Rob’s
brothers, and three other long-term VMR mates. A sea of blue uniforms
formed a guard of honour.
Rob is at rest after his final voyage.
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50 Years

In December 2018 Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southport (VMR) clocked up 50 years of service to
the Gold Coast boating community. To recognise
this outstanding milestone, plans are in full
swing to celebrate in style with a gala evening
at the Southport RSL Club on Saturday 13 July
2019.
The Southport RSL holds a special place in
Air Sea Rescue / VMR history, as this was
where the very first committee meeting of the
Organisation was held on 1 December 1968. We
have searched through the historic records and
have located some of our founding members, who
will join us for the night to reflect on memories
and celebrate all that our Squadron has achieved
in the past 50 years.
Book your tickets early so you don’t miss out
on a great evening of fun, entertainment and
nostalgia, celebrating this Organisation’s history.
Tickets are $40 per person
Please email
eventmanager@vmrsouthport.com.au
				
for an invite

Having a drink for Rob

WANTED

DO YOU HAVE AN OLD LIFE-RAFT
YOU WOULD LIKE TO DONATE TO
VMR FOR TRAINING PURPOSES
PREFER 4 – 8 MAN RAFTS
CAN BE PICKED UP

PH. GLENN – 0408 004720
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(STS)YOUNG ENDEAVOUR
SAILTRAINING SHIP

THE GOLD COAST MISSES OUT
Recently the STS Young Endeavour planned to enter the Gold Coast
Seaway to anchor up inside the Broadwater for a night. Unfortunately,
according to the Captain’s Log, the presence of 2.5 metre swells
thwarted this plan and with the ship having a draft of approximately
4 metres it wouldn’t have left much water under the keel, as it was a
couple of hours after the flood tide. It was obviously too risky for the
captain to make the passage,so they proceeded to Point Lookout instead.
Two VMR vessels went out to greet the vessel on its passage through the
Seaway but returned only with photographs of the brief encounter.
The STS Young Endeavour is a brigantine (a two-masted sailing ship
with a square-rigged foremast and a mainmast rigged fore and aft). She
is 44 metres in length with a displacement of 239 tonnes. It can travel up
to a speedy 14 knots under sail and 10 knots under power. It was built
specifically for sail training by Brooke Yachts Ltd in Lowestoft, the most
easterly settlement of the UK. It was gifted to Australia by the United
Kingdom for Australia’s bicentenary in 1988.
The ship which calls Sydney its home port, is run by specially
selected permanent Royal Australian Navy staff.They deliver the Young
Endeavour Youth Development program which is internationally
recognised in the field of sailtraining. The program is run over 11 days,
and youth aged 16-23 years learn the skills required to sail a tall ship.
They are also given the opportunity to develop attributes to make them
more effective leaders, and communicators, as well as effective team
members.

The course is broken down into 3 phases, - In the first 3-4 days
they encounter the Crisis Phase, commonly called the make or break
phase. They are confronted by the everyday challenges of living and
working onboard a tall ship – sea sickness, lack of sleep due to working
in watches, living and working with new and unfamiliar people, whilst
learning new skills. The permanent crew offer plenty of support and
encouragement, helping them develop teamwork and leadership skills
whilst discovering their inner strength and resilience.
The next phase is called the Transition Phase.The trainees move
from instructor to self-led activities.
As their ability to sail the square-rigged ship gradually improves,
they take on leadership roles.
In the final phase – the Arrival Phase or the scary phase, the
Command of the Young Endeavour is handed over to the trainees for
a very long at times 24 hours. During this testing stint the trainees put
what they have learnt about sailing as well as their communication,
teamwork and leadership skills into action.
This great adventure takes the young sailors out of their comfort
zone whilst being provided with the tools to overcome challenges
of the day to day running of a tall ship. The immersive nature of the
training environment encourages youth to rapidly develop interpersonal,
leadership and teamwork skills which can be transferred to everyday life
and future careers once they leave the ship.
If you would like to know more about the Young Endeavour, apply
to join the program or just follow its travels, all can be found on the
website at: https://www.youngendeavour.gov.au

STS YOUNG
ENDEAVOUR’S
SAIL PLAN
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Jib
Forestaysail
Course
Topsail
Topgallant
Main Staysail
Topgallant Staysail
Fisherman Staysail
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Tempo increases

as issues emerge in war on wrecks

In the last issue of the V-Sheet, Maritime Safety Queensland wrote
about the State Government’s War on Wrecks and the public consultation
program being undertaken by the War on Wrecks Taskforce.
Maritime Safety Queensland had started on a drive to use the War on
Wrecks fighting fund to rid Queensland’s waterways of unsightly wrecks
and we expected this to ramp up in early 2019.
We have made solid progress.
Over past months we’ve removed 151 (as at 6 March 2019)
abandoned vessels.
Pleasingly, 42 of those were removed by the owners who belatedly
recognised they, and not the Government, had the legal and moral
responsibility to do so.
We applaud those owners and continue to implore others to accept
their responsibilities before we act and pursue our costs through the
courts.
Most wrecks removed over recent months, however, were removed
by Maritime Safety Queensland and its partners.

Working
together
in your
community
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We’ve been using many means to get wrecks out of the water, off the
beaches and out of the mangroves.
We’ve hoisted them in slings with heavy machinery and even
airlifted them.
We’ve picked them up with earthmoving equipment and lifted them
onto trucks, whole or in pieces, taking them to slipways, scrap metal
yards or recycling facilities.
This has happened along our coastline from Burleigh Heads to Port
Douglas, and will continue for the foreseeable future.
Meanwhile, away from the noise of the cranes, winches, helicopters
and buzz saws, the War on Wrecks Taskforce has been consulting with
the public and preparing its report to the Government.
The report will explore how the problem of abandoned vessels
became so prevalent, and suggest how we can avoid it in the future.
The taskforce has found in all but the minority of cases, vessels
aren’t abandoned because their owners simply don’t care about the
environment.
There are complex reasons for vessels being abandoned, usually as a
last resort.
The solutions are also not necessarily simple.
The taskforce report has grappled with several vessel licensing and
registration issues as well as waterways management, and how to foster
a more informed and responsible boating culture.
No matter how the Government responds to the report, Maritime
Safety Queensland will need to consult thoroughly with the public to
implement recommendations.
Finding solutions to the issues is likely to need energy, persistence
and a firm focus on the destination – safer and cleaner waterways.

Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer

Stephen Hipkiss
Coxswain - Blue Crew
JOINED VMR - FEBRUARY 2009 (With a little break in
between then and now)

Occupations in working career.

Currently I am a Business Services Administrator for VRTP
(Village Roadshow Theme Parks), however, soon I will take on a role
as the Warehouse Supervisor at Sea World Resort.

Reason for joining VMR.
Having moved to Australia in 2009 from Scotland, it took
me 9 months to find work. During that time the then Secretary of
VMR Southport, Jill McGhie mentioned to me about doing some
volunteering work with VMR. It sounded interesting so I started
doing some radio shifts at both the Seaway Tower and the VMR
Base.
I soon became a Crew Member on Blue Crew, and have been
with VMR ever since.

What is your ultimate goal to achieve in VMR
I have only recently stepped up to Coxswain ranking, so I guess
my goal is to achieve the rank of Offshore Skipper at some stage,
although I am in no rush.

Most rewarding moment in VMR
I have had numerous rewarding moments of assisting those in
need whilst at VMR Southport. I love to help train my fellow crew
members. Every task I undertake is rewarding, and I am very proud
of my achievements, the crews achievements, and the Squadrons
achievements since becoming a member.

Hobbies external to VMR
For some reason I was mad enough to sign up to do the Gold
Coast Half Marathon this year. I have only recently started running
but you have to start somewhere. I also enjoy Tai Chi, surfing and
stand up paddle boarding.
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SOUTHPORT - SURFERS PARADISE
Assoc. Inc.

PO Box 866 Southport Qld 4215
Phone: 5591 1300
Fax: 5532 0331
E-mail: info@vmrsouthport.com.au
Web Site: www.vmrsouthport.com.au
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AGAINST WIND AND CURRENT

ACROSS THE BIGHT

The continuing story of Wietze and Janneke who are sailing
around the globe in their 13 metre yacht ‘ Anna Caroline ‘
This article covers their trip across the Great Australian Bight.

ABOVE:

LEFT:

“Are your sure you want to cross the Great Australian
Bight to the west?” Many friendly sailors in Adelaide asked us
this question. The warm hospitality of the members, heaps of
advice, local knowledge and excellent facilities made the South
Australian Yacht Squadron the perfect ‘basecamp’ for us. “Yes,
we are sure!” was our reply. We knew that it wouldn’t be an easy
crossing, but after studying the weather patterns in the past two
years, we knew it could be done. So, we set off to our starting
point - Streaky Bay on the eastern side of the Bight, on the edge
of the Nullarbor desert.
Sailboats don’t go well upwind, so we needed to wait for a
large area of high pressure. This would give easterly winds for a
few days, a nice downwind ride across the Bight for us. But, the
high pressure system needed to be big enough to give us enough
time to get across. If you get it wrong, you end up in terrible
weather and headwinds. It is at least 500 nautical miles from
Streaky Bay to the next safe anchorage, a little over four days for
us. A 1 knot current against us slows us down too.
In Streaky Bay we dropped the hook and waited for the next
area of high pressure to move across. As soon as we arrived we
were contacted by the SES. Of course, they were curious what
a Dutch yacht was doing in their Bay! We found out that only a
handful of boats per year cross the Bight from east to west. The

The calm before the storm crossing
the Bight

A sigh of relief making it to Albany in
Western Australia

other way is more common. One thing lead to another and soon
we chatted with the VMR coordinator in Venus Bay, which is a
bit further south. The wind blew hard, so we couldn’t go ashore
unfortunately.
After three days, a miracle happened, two high pressure
areas came right after each other, with a small trough in between.
That meant that if we endured the nasty weather in the trough,
we could make it all the way to Albany in one go. A little over
800 nautical miles, a week at sea. We went for it and had a beautiful sail across, apart from the nasty weather in the middle. Wet
and wild; what you can expect if you venture out in the Southern
Ocean. With a big sigh of relief we tied our boat to the dock in
Albany.
Western Australia has surprised us, just as Tasmania, Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland have done. Amazing
natural beauty and wonderful people. The rugged coastline with
incredible white beaches, wild landscapes and snug little towns:
we love it here! After a lovely stay in Albany, we went for our
last passage in the Southern Ocean, around Cape Leeuwin to
Fremantle. Where the Southern Ocean meets the Indian Ocean
you are bound to get some rough conditions. Our passage was
no exception to that rule. But nothing could wipe the grins of our
faces, we had made it across the Bight!
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VMR Southport’s Charter

SOME STATS
FEBRUARY
2019

MARCH
2019

APRIL

Towed Vessels

26

37

47

Jump Starts

3

4

3

Pump Outs

4

2

5

ACTIVATIONS

2019

To save and assist in saving life
and property at sea.

Transporting
Fire
Standby
Medical

2

Searches

1

2

Dispersals

1

1

Public Relations

3

2

7

Crew Training

59

65

75

Groundings

2

5

5

Other

13

10

4

114

131

152

TOTALS

16

6
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To provide personnel and
equipment in order to carry out
search and rescue operations
at sea and on the Gold Coast
waterways.
To liaise and work with other
marine rescue groups.
To undertake campaigns to
educate members of the boating
public in matters of marine safety.

Bar Crossing Safety
Gold Coast Water Police are the responsible authority in the South
Eastern Region for the coordination and response to all Search and
Rescue incidents that occur within the area of responsibility.
The crossing of bars by recreational vessels has proven to be a
high-risk activity which can potentially result in capsizing of vessels
and subsequent loss of life in treacherous conditions. Bars form at the
entrance to rivers and inshore waterways because of sand drifting along
the coasts. Queensland has many dangerous coastal bars. They are often
the only way boats can access or reach shelter from open waters.
In recent months several vessels have been broached and capsized
on the Tallebudgera Bar and the Gold Coast Seaway. Fortunately, none
of these incidents have resulted in a fatality. All bars are different. Local
knowledge, experience and the right kind of boat are critical when trying
to cross a bar. Only experienced boaters should try to cross a coastal bar
and even then, you should be very careful.
It is important for masters of vessels to understand the dangers
involved in bar crossings, particularly the capabilities of their vessel and
their own abilities in order to avoid this type of incident.
Every attempted bar crossing should be undertaken by conducting a
full risk assessment prior to the attempt. Conditions can change quickly
with tide and weather having a significant impact on the conditions of
the bar. Conditions offshore can be ideal for boating, but the conditions
on the bar can be dangerous. Never underestimate a coastal bar as
weather conditions can change quickly without warning. Try to avoid
crossing a bar if the weather looks bad or in heavy swells, strong
wind, or on a run-out tide when wave conditions are usually the most
dangerous. If unsure of the conditions and your ability to successfully
negotiate the crossing, abort the attempt. Keep in mind that you may
be returning when the conditions have significantly changed, as such
electronic navigation equipment should not be relied upon for safe
navigation of bars.

All masters have a general safety obligation under legislation to
operate their vessel in a safe manner. This includes operating the vessel
in conditions suitable to both the vessels and master’s capabilities.
Recent incidents have also highlighted the importance of providing
a passage plan to emergency contacts. This will facilitate a rapid Search
and Rescue response by Water Police in the case of an emergency being
identified. It is critical that Water Police are able to access information
that relates to the time and location of departure, intended destination,
communication tools (radio/mobile phone etc) and estimated time of
return. These details will assist with the rapid deployment of resources
to provide assistance in the case of an emergency. This information can
be provided to a community service, such as the Gold Coast Seaway
Tower, or at a minimum to family or friends. If you have a beacon
registered with AMSA you can also log onto their website and provide
your passage plan and update your emergency contact details.
In Queensland when crossing a designated bar in an open boat
under 4.8 metres in length, it is compulsory to wear a life jacket. It
is recommended however, that all vessel occupants wear life jackets
while negotiating a bar crossing, regardless of the size of the vessel as
your vessel can capsize quickly and it is difficult to put on a lifejacket
correctly once in the water.
Never underestimate a coastal bar. Even small waves can capsize,
swamp, or sink a boat. If you are unsure or inexperienced, don’t go out
and risk lives.
Remember, before you cross a bar, use your marine radio to log on
with a volunteer marine rescue group and don’t forget to log off once
you have safely returned.
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super snaps
The one that didn’t get away

RIGHT: NEED

YOUR BOAT ANTI-FOULED???

Peter Bell, Peter Barker, and Rex Scott
ready to give Marine Rescue 1 a touch up.
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

Evolution
Sailmakers
evolution

Graham Sherring
Ph: 55 377433

E: info@evolutionsails.com.au
W: www.evolutionsails.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador
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